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Victory Archery VAP VooDoo Bolt
Victory Archery is now offering its VAP VooDoo Crossbow
bolt. The revolutionary patent-pending design offers speed,
accuracy and killing power. The new bolt design combines Victory
Archery’s ultra-small-diameter shaft with exclusive Rail Ryder
technology that allows this crossbow bolt to be faster and more
accurate than traditional bolts. This is due to only having two
contact points on the bolt, the nock end, and the center of the shaft.
The innovative design is compatible with most crossbow models.
For more information, visit www.victoryarchery.com.

Gorilla Glue Epoxy
Gorilla Epoxy combines high-impact
resistance with an uncommonly-strong bond in
a 5-minute set formula. A familiar complaint
among quick-setting epoxy users is a brittle
bond, requiring jobs to be redone. Gorilla Glue
has toughened its epoxy formula with urethane
hybrid technology that improves overall
strength and flexibility. Consumers can be more
confident in a permanent fix the first time.
Gorilla Epoxy also features structural, gapfilling and drillable formulas for challenging
projects and an all-purpose formula that easily
bonds steel, wood, aluminum, ceramic and
much more. It is resistant to most solvents and
non-toxic once cured. Gorilla Epoxy comes
in a reusable syringe that dispenses evenly and has a cap for
multiple uses and extended shelf life. To learn more, visit http://
www.gorillatough.com/.

ECBC Harpoon Daypack
This is a day-pack-size
backpack that you can beat with a
sledgehammer and not damage. The
ultimate personal bag for someone
who travels with just a carry-on,
it measures 18.4 by 12.13 by 5.25
inches and weighs a mere 2.2 pounds.
Made with water-resistant, roughdensity ballistic nylon, plus protective
foam to shield a laptop as large as 17
inches, it fits easily under an airplane
seat and still leaves enough foot
room. It has two main compartments
plus a third zipper compartment on the outside, as well as
zippered interior pockets and a small pocket on top for keys,
phone or other small items. The Harpoon Daypack is available
from www.newegg.com, www.luggagepros.com and others.
www.GreatDaysOutdoors.com

Bogs All-Weather Boots
Bogs Boots are made from natural rubber for
ultimate durability and are created to withstand
any and all climate and weather conditions.
They are lightweight, flexible and built with a
moisture-wicking lining that instantly disperses
moisture away from your foot. They feature great
traction and are 100% waterproof,
keeping your feet warm and dry
through rain, mud, sleet, snow, ice
and cold. Bogs are available in a
variety of styles, including boots for
men, women, kids, farmers, hunters,
and casual boot-wearers. To learn more, go to www.bogsfootwear.com.

Lakewood Pink Bowfile Case
Lakewood Products is
continuing to expand its
new line of Elite Bowfile
bow cases. The new Lady
Elite Bowfile is now
available in True Timber’s
XD pink camouflage,
in recognition of breastcancer awareness. The Lady Elite Bowfile case is now easier to
carry and handle with an 18 percent reduction in overall weight. The
unique drop-in design allows a hunter to open the case and place
his or her bow inside, field-ready with a loaded quiver still attached
to the bow, so there’s no time wasted. The case is made of ABS, so
sturdy you can stand on it. The interior is foam-lined to protect your
cargo and accessories. The exterior is lined with ballistic nylon for
good looks and to protect your SUV’s interior. Both Elite and Lady
Elite Bowfile cases are airline approved and have exterior D-rings
for secured transport and easy carrying (with an included carrying
strap). For more information, go to www.lakewoodproducts.com.

G.Loomis GLX Rods
G.Loomis’ new GLX
bass rods include 11
casting models, nine
spinning models, and
three ShakyHead rods. GLX Jig & Worm casting rods are designed
specifically for fishing jigs and soft plastics. They feature a splitgrip handle with a “mag touch” trigger reel seat, Fuji Titanium
SIC guides and tip-tops. Legendary for their sensitivity, these rods
will tell you everything that’s going on with that bait. They have
extra-fast actions, allowing you to make accurate, low-trajectory
casts with plenty of power to handle big bass. ShakyHead rigs are
a great approach for getting results in lakes where the fish get a lot
of pressure and have seen every type of bait you can imagine. It’s a
unique style that requires a special rod action to impart a quiver into
a finesse worm mounted on a jighead by subtly shaking the rod tip.
To learn more, visit www.gloomis.com/.
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